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Primary Persona 

Gert 

Age:  9  

Education:  Student of Tallinn 

European School  

Occupation:  Primary School 

Student  
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Description:  

Gert is a 3rd grade student of Tallinn European School. He isn’t an avid student and is always                  

among the middle rank of the class. He doesn’t like study from textbook. Because he is thinking                 

the textbook is quite boring and prefer to study through game. He is really interesting on                

drawing and he is a cartoon fan completely. Usually when he’s out of school and turn back                 

home, he will use his mom’s ipad to watch cartoon and use a apps to draw the character of                   

cartoon. And he also like music and sing. But he doesn’t enjoy some subject like math. He                 

always have a lot of vagarious ideas, and try to practice them. He like new stuffs and playing                  

games, often using his mom’s ipad to play games and would like to using it to learn knowledge.  

Goals:  

- Be able to have more interactions when learning. ““Text books make me sleepy, I prefer 

to learn by playing game.”  

- Text book should be updated and become a new form for easy learning, like an 

application in ipad. “ If i can as study as play the ipad, then my mom won’t blame me 

anymore.”  

- “I hope every time i finish the homework I can have a game or animation break time ”  

- “I want to get a better grade in the class, then mom and dad will be happy and I can go 

to Disney again.”  
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Secondary Persona  
 
Laura  

Age: 7 

Education: 1st grade student, primary school  

Occupation:  Primary School Student  
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Description:  
This is Laura’s first year at school and everything for her is new. She doesn’t have any facebook                  

account yet but her mom bought her a tablet and she likes playing with it very much. Laura has                   

her favourite games, which can be related to math, arts or other school subjects. Sometimes               

they use tablets at school for individual or group work, that makes learning more interactive,               

and Laura enjoys it. Laura wants her mom to be proud of her, so, she does all her best. Laura is                     

not an advanced computer user but she easily uses tablets for the apps she likes. She is open to                   

new services and learning tools but she wants to feel secure and concentrate on study, not on                 

figuring out how to use the app.  

  

Goals:  
 to interact with other students 

- get the highest marks  

 keep up with all the dates for hometasks (LearnMixer notifications) 

 to be able to go through material before or after the lesson 

 to feel secure and comfortable while using the tablet for study purposes 

- do interactive homeworks such as math games on iPads 
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Secondary Persona  

 

Karolina Tulit (Student)  

Age: 16 

Education: 9th grade elementary school student  

Occupation: Primary student  
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Description: 
Karolina is a 9th grade, last year, student at an elementary school in Tallinn. She has been                 

singing choir for 8 years since she entered the elementary school. She is interested in               

mathematics and science. Although she is not motivated to study other subjects in general and               

she has poor marks for those subjects, she still tries to study all the subjects because she wants                  

to enter Tallinn University of Technology to study mechanics. 

She started using smartphone 6 years ago, and uses mainly for calling to his friends,               

communicate with her friends with “Facebook” and “Whatsapp”, watching video on “Youtube”,            

and playing game such as “Angry Birds”. She also uses “Google” for searching information and               

reads articles about science while she is in a bus to her school. She needs to prepare for her                   

exams, so she tries to plan her study and revise all the information she has learned for previous                  

year. 

  

Goals: 
- Relearn some subjects: “I need to study English and History from 2 years ago because I                

need to get good marks though I did not listen to the classes of those subjects.”  

- Get more knowledge about science: ”I want to learn science deeper than ordinary             

textbook for the school, and I hope e-textbook can suggest me how to study it by                

myself.” 

- Study anywhere I want: “I like to be in forest and feel nature. It would be great if I can                    

study anywhere I want with my laptop and smartphone 
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Supplemental Persona  

 

Anna-Linda Alaküla 

Age: 31  

Education: Master in pedagogy  

Occupation: Teacher for 1st grade     

elementary school students  
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Description: 

Anna-Linda is a teacher for 1st grade elementary school students in Rakvere. She has been               

working as an elementary school teacher for 3 years. She loves communicating and teaching              

children, and always think about what she can do for them. However, few years ago she got her                  

baby, and has less time than before.  

She uses computer only for her job, e-mail, and searching for information. She still uses               

traditional cell-phone, and has not used smartphone or tablet.  

  

Goals: 

- Make class more fun: “I want to combine ordinary lecture with texts and interactive              

games or quizzes not to make students bored.”,  

- Keep tracking students’ activities: “I can prevent any students to be left behind since              

LearnMix allows me to see how active each student is and how much they understand               

my lecture”,  

- Try new technology: “I like to experiment with learning materials such as iPads and              

games, which are interactive and engaging for children.”  

- Deliver old paper materials to students: “I have many good study materials on paper, I               

want to use those materials effectively as well by putting them to collections.” 

 
   



Customer Persona  

 

Hannes Leevi  

Age: 34  

Occupation: Private Primary School Executive  

Education: Master in pedagogy  
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Description: 

Hannes is a director in a private primary school in Tallinn. Before that, he worked as a teacher 

in a public primary school for 6 years and now he is the head of the school. He always liked 

using projector while he was a teacher and his tablet to control it.  

He has a home that equipped like a smart home and he can reach everything in his house via his                    
smart phone. When he was a student he was the first one to learn how to use a computer. He                    
uses his computer, tablet and smartphone for communicating and paying the checks to             
employees, the bills, voting and the other things.  
He always likes children and doesn’t see them as customers. Believes the technology is the               
future for education. He once used the “Google Classroom” app and loved it, but it wasn’t                
useful for primary school.  
 
Goals: 

- Encourage the students for working hard and good grades.  
- Take technology into the education more and more.  
- Keep his school’s education innovative.  
- Give better education to  
- his students and thanks to that, gaining profit from it.  
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Served Persona  

 

Joan George 

Age: 36  

Education: MBBS  

Occupation: Doctor  
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Description: 

Joan is a doctor. He has been practicing in government hospital for 5 year, now currently he is 

doing paediatricians and also run his own clinic for children. He is married and he has one 

daughter (Vina). Her daughter age is six. She does not want to go school. She likes to play 

games on computer and mobile. Joan is worried about her education and he trying to find a 

best institute for her daughter in Tallinn for her good introductory or basic education, where 

her daughter can enjoy education rather than feel bore. He does not want to see her daughter 

in burden of studies because he knows that it will effect on her growth.  

He also want to know progress and behaviour of her daughter in a class, even her assignment 

or task because most of the time he is busy in his clinic or in his specialization.  

  

Goal: 

- Family: I am really affectionate about my family. I want to look after my children and 

teach them and help them in their studies. I want to see them successful and loving 

personality.  

- Strong Communication: As a father I should know my children behaviour and progress in 

school so I can help them teach them with strong communication.  
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